Total CO₂ Emissions from Clean Power Plan-Affected Units

Source: EPA Clean Air Markets data as of 02/08/18

Historical Emissions

- 2015
  - ML Kapp & Riverside converted from coal to gas
  - Walter Scott #1 & #2 (coal) retired

- 2016
  - George Neal North #1 & #2 (coal) retired
  - Ames #7 and #8 converted from coal to gas

- 2017
  - Dubuque #3 & #4 (gas) retired
  - Sutherland #1 and #3 (gas) retired
  - Prairie Creek #4 - converted from coal to gas

Mass Goals

- 2021*
  - Burlington #1 - will retire or convert from coal to gas by 12/31/21

- 2025*
  - Prairie Creek #3 - will retire or convert from coal to gas by 12/31/25

Iowa is meeting its 2024 mass goal.

* publicly announced plans